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BJÖRNSTJERNE BJÖRNSON'S EN GLAD GUT, edited by Guy Richard 
Vowles. Menasha, Wis., 1915. The Collegiate Press. Pp. xiii+143. 

With the increasing interest in Scandinavian studies at our schools and 
colleges the lack of adequate text-books has become more and more apparent. 
Until some twenty-five years ago there were practically no available means of 
approach to Norwegian literature through the medium of English. Since that 
time several very useful grammars and readers have appeared; but the 
helps thus provided have necessarily been more or less fragmentary. The 
student requires in addition some longer complete texts. Of these there have 
been too few.1 Professor Vowles, therefore, in bringing out an edition of Bj0rn- 
son's En glad gut, has rendered a distinct service to teachers and students. 
It would be difficult to find more suitable reading for the beginner than Bj0rn- 
son's early novels. They are individually not too long to be easily mastered 
by a class in the course of one semester; they are simple in language and style; 
moreover, though they may give an idealized presentation of rural life in Nor- 
way, they rest essentially on a foundation of truth and possess real vitality 
and an appealing lyric grace. En glad gut has a satisfying measure of these 
good qualities. 

Professor Vowles' edition contains a brief biographical and critical Intro- 
duction, a carefully annotated text, a series of "Exercises for translation into 
Norse" based on the several chapters of the book, and a full and usually accu- 
rate Vocabulary. 

The following corrections should be made in the Notes: 
Chap. I, n. 9: spurte op; supply ig jen. 
Chap. V, n. 12: lot del staa strykende afsted might be better rendered "raced 

over the ice. " 

Chap. VI, n. 22: var (instead of er) does not necessarily carry a deferential 
connotation. 

Chap. VIII, n. 9: read det indlagte breo. 
The following inaccuracies in the Vocabulary should also be noted: 
aapenhet : omit " the open. " 
aller heist naar: more correctly to be rendered "especially at the time 

when." 
anledning by itself cannot mean "regarding." 
bane: not "lead to," but "prepare" (e. g., a way). 
drive med: not "attend to," but "be occupied with." 
grei: "to be trifled with" is confusing. 
konfirmant: not "confirmand," but "catechumen." 
leiekone: omit "woman to clean." 
lœgge (sig til): cannot mean "follow." 
stjœle (sig): bort must be supplied after sig to give the meaning "steal 

away." 
These few errors, however, make no serious inroads upon the real usefulness 

of the book as a class text. 
S. B. Hustvedt. 

University of Illinois. 

1 Few especially in Norwegian, but more in Swedish. See reviews in earlier numbers of the 
Publications. - Editor. 
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